Relax and enjoy life’s

What can I use Adaptil for?

experiences together

• Help promote learning during
training and socialisation

For further information about Adaptil visit

www.adaptil.co.uk

• Help puppies or adult dogs
settle into new homes
• Help dogs cope with
challenging situations such as:
- staying in kennels
- staying home alone
- fireworks
- visiting the vet
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Staying alone at home
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3 Product most suited for the situation
+ Additional products to combine for added support
Adaptil can also be used under direction from a vet
or behaviourist and alongside training to help in the
management of clinical behavioural problems such
as separation anxiety or noise phobia. Adaptil is not
recommended for use in cases of hyperactivity.

Ceva Animal Health Ltd Unit 3, Anglo Office Park
White Lion Road, Amersham, Bucks HP7 9FB
Tel: 01494 781510 www.ceva.co.uk

Keeping your dogs

relaxed

Why does my dog behave like that?
Many animals learn to cope with our busy hectic
lifestyles, but some will struggle with the slightest
change. When dogs are struggling to cope they
will show changes in their normal behaviour.

How will I know if my dog is
stressed?
Stress in dogs can be caused by many factors,
such as a new home, car travel, going on holiday,
fireworks and loud noises. Signs of stress in dogs
can go unnoticed, as most owners think that their
dog is being naughty or ‘that’s just what dogs
do’. However, if left unaddressed, these signs
can develop into behavioural problems in later
life. Look out for your dog withdrawing from play,
becoming nervous, pacing, hiding or shaking.

How do I use Adaptil?
What is Adaptil?

Adaptil Diffuser

The Adaptil range are natural and unique solutions to
canine stress. Adaptil products are proven to reassure and
comfort puppies and adult dogs in challenging situations
and prevent or reduce stress-related behaviours.

What are ‘appeasing pheromones’?

Just plug in and switch on in the room your
dog spends the most time in! The diffuser
will continuously release the appeasing
pheromone into the environment for approximately
4 weeks. This will ensure that the room and
surrounding area gives your dog reassurance and
comfort should any unexpected events occur, such
as loud noises, or being left alone.

Adaptil Collar

‘Appeasing pheromones’ are naturally released by all
lactating mammals to comfort and reassure their offspring.
In dogs, the canine appeasing pheromone has not only
been shown to help puppies learn and settle, but also to
have a comforting influence on adults dogs too.

Just fit the collar snuggly around your
dog’s neck so the heat from your dog allows
the appeasing pheromone to diffuse. The collar is
useful for stressful situations in and out of the home
providing pheromone support all the time; including
going into kennels, holidays, visiting the vets or out
on walks. The collar comes in two sizes; adult and
puppy, both will last for approximately 4 weeks.

The beneficial effect of Adaptil pheromones* has been
proven in more than 18 studies published in scientific
journals or presented at veterinary conferences all over the
world.

Adaptil Spray
Simply apply the appeasing pheromone based
spray to your dog’s bedding or other items your
dog will spend its time near. Adaptil Spray will
provide temporary relief for short events such as
travelling. Spray the back of your car to make the
journey more pleasurable for you all, 15 minutes
before setting off. Once sprayed, the effects will last
up to 4 hours.
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NEW

*Diffuser, Spray and Collar

Adaptil Stress Relief Now
tablets

Adaptil Stress Relief Now tablets are a
combination of natural ingredients, GABA,
L-theanine, L-tryptophan and B vitamins that act
as a fast and temporary relief for stressful events
(please note the tablets are not pheromone-based).
Just administer 2 hours before the anticipated
stressful experience to help your dog remain calm
and stress-free for up to 4 hours. They can be used
in conjunction with Adaptil Diffuser and Spray.

